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INTELLIGENCE

The ability to perform 

consistently well 

over a range of tasks 

requiring cognition.



COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

The ability of a group to perform consistently well over a range of 

tasks.



COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

Collective intelligence was 

measured in face-to-face 

groups. (Woolley et al. 2010)

Social Sensitivity was the 

strongest predictor of 

collective intelligence.

Gender was also correlated.



COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE
IN VIRTUAL GROUPS?

Engel et al. 

(2014, 2015) 

say YES!

Barlow & Dennis 

(2014, under 

review) say NO

(or rather, 

not always!)



INDIVIDUAL VS. COLLECTIVE…

How does the intelligence 

of individual group 

members affect the 

group’s collective 

intelligence? Or does it?



FACILITATING INTELLIGENCE
(BOTH INDIVIDUAL AND COLLECTIVE)

IN VIRTUAL TEAMS



RESEARCH QUESTION

Can team work be altered so that intelligence matters?

That is, so that individual intelligence improves 

performance, and so that collective intelligence emerges.



PREMISE
Group tasks are made up of production and coordination

(Malone and Crowston – Coordination Theory)

Production activities are completed by individuals –

should be influenced by 

individual IQ

Coordination is particularly

difficult – especially in groups

working virtually



PREMISE
If we facilitate coordination – removing difficult 

coordination barriers for virtual groups – their tasks will 

be performed focusing largely on production aspects

…leading to consistent

performance, influenced by

group member IQ



COORDINATION ISSUES
Conveyance issues

1. Groups fail to share and integrate information

2. Group members try to work without seeing input 

from others

Convergence issues

3. Groups have a difficult time coming to 

consensus on decisions

4. Group members take shortcuts to decisions 

(groupthink)



GROUP COORDINATION 
STRUCTURING (GCS)



GROUP COORDINATION 
STRUCTURING (GCS)

1. Consider the types of coordination required in the 

group task and potential issues that groups might face.

2. Select technologies that will facilitate a process where 

these issues are addressed. 



CONVEYANCE: INFORMATION SPACE

A structured place to 

collect and revise 

what the team knows 



CONVERGENCE: ANALYSIS TOOLS

A structured place to 

collect and revise 

what the team 

understands



GROUP COORDINATION 
STRUCTURING (GCS)

1. Consider the types of coordination required in the 

group task and potential issues that groups might face.

2. Select technologies that will facilitate a process where 

these issues are addressed. 

3. Create a plan of action and encourage group 

members to use technologies appropriately.



HYPOTHESES

1. For high-coordination tasks, the effect of member IQ on 

group performance will be stronger for groups using GCS 

than for control groups.

2. When groups use GCS, a measurable “collective 

intelligence” factor will emerge. No CI factor will emerge in 

control groups.

3. The collective intelligence factor (i.e., consistent performance 

ability) in GCS groups will be predicted by member IQ.



METHOD

540 students in 129 teams 

Worked on three tasks

Half used Google Sheets 

and Chat with GCS tools

Half were given unstructured 

Google Sheets



RESULTS
Does intelligence influence group performance in high-coordination 
tasks more strongly in GCS groups than in non-GCS groups?

Treatment -3.041***

Average IQ -0.036 

Treatment x Average IQ 0.109*** 

Gender Diversity -1.146**

% Native English 0.100*



RESULTS
Is GCS Team Performance correlated over the three tasks? 

1 2

1. Brainstorming task

2. Decision task 0.25

3. Negotiation task 0.13 0.18

Yes, and a single collective 

intelligence factor emerged.

(Procedures of Woolley et al.)

In control groups, the single factor did not emerge, and the 
average pairwise correlation of performance on individual 
tasks was -0.05!



GCS COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE

(Yes, and so is 

gender diversity)

Is average IQ correlated with Collective Intelligence?

Regression with Collective Intelligence as DV

Average Member IQ 0.131*

% Native English -0.293 (ns)

Average Age -0.009 (ns)

Task Motivation -0.377 (ns)

Gender Diversity -2.349**



CONCLUSIONS
Facilitating coordination enables groups to use their intelligence.

Facilitating coordination leads to consistent performance (CI).

Collective Intelligence in virtual groups is related to member IQ.
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